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Eilenberg has shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between varieties 
of finite monoids and varieties of recognizable languages. In this paper, we give a 
description of a variety of languages close to the class of piecewise testable 
languages considered by I. Simon. The corresponding variety of monoids is the 
variety of j-trivial monoids with commuting idempotents. This result is then 
generalized to the case of finite monoids with commuting idempotents whose 
regular L&classes are groups from a given variety of groups. I?’ 1990 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The study of recognizable (or regular) languages was initiated by Kleene 
in 1954, when he showed that a language that can be recognized by a 
system possessing only a finite memory-a finite automaton, in the current 
terminology+an be expressed from the letters by using three natural 
operations only, now known as Kleene’s operations: union, concatenation, 
and star. This famous theorem was the first of a series of fundamental 
results obtained by Brzozowski, McNaughton, I. Simon, Schiitzenberger, 
and others. The theory of varieties, introduced by Eilenberg twelve years 
ago, gave a unified presentation of these apparently isolated results. It was 
known for a long time that one could associate a finite monoid, called the 
syntactic monoid, with any recognizable language. Eilenberg used this tool 
to show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between certain classes 
of recognizable languages (the varieties of languages) and certain classes of 
finite monoids (the varieties of finite monoids). The term “variety” is 
borrowed from universal algebra and is indeed very close to the classical 
definition, a variety of finite monoids being a class of finite monoids closed 
under submonoids, quotients, and finite direct products. Eilenberg’s 
theorem gave a new impetus to the theory of recognizable languages (and 
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even to the theory of finite monoids) and a number of articles have been 
devoted to the detailed study of the correspondence between languages and 
monoids (Eilenberg, 1974, 1976; Lallement, 1979; Pin, 1984, 1986). We 
also point out the nice connection between logic and varieties of languages 
developed by W. Thomas and the recent applications of this theory to the 
complexity of boolean circuits discovered by Barrington, Straubing, and 
Therien. 
In this paper, we are especially interested by the languages correspond- 
ing to the intersection of two important varieties of finite monoids. The first 
variety is the variety J of “$-trivial” monoids. Although the reader may be 
unfamiliar with the term “y-trivial, ” it corresponds to a simple algebraic 
property (two elements generating the same ideal are equal), and J is 
generated by a very natural class of finite monoids: the ordered monoids in 
which the identity is the greatest element. The corresponding languages are 
the piecewise testable languages (Simon, 1975) and form the first level of 
Straubing’s concatenation hierarchy (Straubing, 1985). The second variety 
is the variety of finite monoids with commuting idempotents. Again, this a 
very naturally defined variety of monoids, which is generated by all the 
monoids of partial one-to-one maps on a finite set (Ash, 1987; see also 
Birget et al., 1987). The corresponding variety of languages was described 
in (Margolis and Pin, 1987). 
However, the question remain open to characterize the languages corre- 
sponding to the intersection of these two varieties. Surprisingly, the previous 
known results of (Margolis and Pin, 1987; Simon, 1975) do not seem to 
help much to solve this problem. In fact the solution given in this paper is 
based on an argument of (Ash, 1987) and gives a slightly more general 
result. Given a variety of finite groups H, let V(H) be the variety of finite 
monoids with commuting idempotents whose regular y-classes are groups 
of the variety H. We give a description of the languages corresponding to 
these varieties of finite monoids. 
2. SOME AUTOMATA 
Recall that a (partial, deterministic) automaton ~2 = (Q, A, .) is defined 
by a set of states Q, an alphabet A, and a partial action (4, a) + q . a of A 
on Q. This action is extended to an action of A* on Q by setting q. 1 = q 
for every q E Q, and, for u E A and a E A, q . (ua) = (q . U) . a whenever (q . u) 
and (q . u) .a are defined. If each letter induces a permutation of Q, then .d 
is called a group-automaton. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let &=({1,2,3 3, {a, b}, .), where 1 .a=2, 2-a=3, 
3.a= 1, 1 .b= 1, 2.h=3, 3.b=2. Then &‘is a group-automaton. 
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In this paper, we shall consider a special class of automata. An 
automaton d = (Q, A, .) is “good” if there exists a total pre-order (i.e., 
reflexive and transitive relation) on Q such that, for every letter a E A and 
for every q, ql, q2 E Q, the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) Ifq,<q2, and q,.a and q2.a are defined, then q,.a<q?.a. 
(2) If 4.0 is defined, then q<q.a. 
(3) If q,-a=q2.a then q1=q2. 
(4) Let - be the equivalence associated to < (q-q’ if and only if 
q < q’ and q’ < q). If q. a - q, then a induces a permutation on the 
--classes of q. 
Conditions (1) to (3) state that each letter induces an increasing, exten- 
sive, and injective partial function on Q. Note that if C is an equivalence 
class for -, condition (4) states that if a letter a maps at least an element 
of C to some other element of C, then a induces a permutation on C. 
Denote by A, the set of all letters inducing a permutation on C. Then the 
automaton J&= (C, A,, .) is a group-a utomaton and defines a permuta- 
tion group G,. 
Let H be a variety of finite groups. If Gf E H for every equivalence class 
Cof -, we say that d is “H-good.” 
EXAMPLE 2. Let d be the automaton represented by the following 
diagram. 
b 
Then & is good for the total pre-order 0 < 1 - 2 < 3 < 4 - 5 - 6 < 7. 
Conditions (1 t(4) have some interesting algebraic counterparts. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be the transition monoid qf an automaton 
satkfying condition (3). Then the idempotents commute in M. 
Proqf: Let .d = (Q, A, .) be an automaton satisfying (3), and let e be an 
idempotent of the transition monoid M of &. Then for every q E Q such 
that q.e is defined, we have q.e=(q.e).e and thus q=q.e by (3). 
Therefore e is a subidentity and it follows immediately that idempotents 
commute in M. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M be the transition monoid of an automaton 
satisjjing conditions (21, (3 ), and (4). Then the regular %-classes qf M are 
groups. 
Proqf: We first observe that conditions (2), (3), and (4) are satisfied by 
every element u of M. For instance assume that u = a, ... ak and that 
qu-q. Then q<q.a, <q.a,a,d ... <q.u-q and thus q-q.a, - 
q.a,a,- ... - q . u. It follows by (4) that the letters a,, . . . . a, induce a per- 
mutation on the --class C(q) of q. Therefore u itself induces a permutation 
on C(q). 
Assume now u &, u. Then ux = u for some x E M. Thus if q u is defined, 
q.v=q.ux and thus q.u is also defined and q.u<q.ux=q.u by (2). It 
follows that if u 9? 11, then q u and q v are simultaneously defined and 
q.u-q.11. 
Suppose now that u is idempotent. Then q . u = q if q . u is de&d, and 
thus by (4), u induces the identity on C(q). Furthermore q-q. v and by 
(4), v induces a permutation on C(q). It follows that MD = uu = u and thus 
u Y u. Thus the g-class containing u is a group. 
Finally, Proposition 2.1 shows that the idempotents commute in M. It 
follows that two Y-equivalent idempotents are equal. Therefore the %class 
containing the idempotent II is a group. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. The transition monoid of an H-good automaton belongs 
to V(H). 
ProoJ: In fact, condition (1) is not required to get the conclusion. By 
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, the only thing still to be proved is that every 
group in the transition monoid belongs to H. But, as shown above, every 
element of a group G induces a permutation on every equivalence class 
of -. 
Let C,, . . . . C, be the set of --classes and let 7~: Gc, x ... x Gc, be the 
map defined by gn = (g, , . . . . g,), where g, is the restriction of g to Ck. Then 
rr is an injective group morphism, and since G,., , . . . . G,; E H, we also have 
GEH. 1 
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Let d = (Q, A, .) be an H-good automaton. Given two states ql, q2 E Q, 
we set S(q,, q2) = jq E Q 1 q1 6 q < q2}. Then the restriction of the action of 
&’ to the set S(q,, q2) defines an automaton &(q,, q2). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Zf d is H-good, then &‘(q, , q2) is H-good for every 
pair of states (q,, qJ. 
Proqf: This follows from the definition of an H-good automaton. 1 
To conclude this section, we give a description of the languages 
recognized by H-good automata. Let H be a variety of finite groups, and 
let % be the corresponding variety of languages. We call H-elementary a 
language of the form 
where k 3 0, a,, . . . . ak E A, and, for 0 d id k, Li E B,fT, where Bj is a subset 
of A not containing ai or a,+ 1. 
We can now state 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Every language recognized by an H-good automaton is 
a finite union of H-elementary languages. 
Proof Let d = (Q, A, .) be an H-good automaton. It s&ices to show 
that for every q, q’ E Q, the set L(q, q’) = (U E A* 1 q . u = q’ > is a finite union 
of H-elementary languages. Set 
A(q,q’)= {aEAIq.a=q’). 
Then we have 
where the union runs over the letters such that a, E A(qb, ql), . . . . ak E 
A(qb-,, qk), and over the sequences such that q=qOmqb<qlwq; < .I. < 
qk - q; = q’, where, as usual, q < q’ means (q d q’) and not (q’ < q). 
Now since qi - q,!, each L(q,, q:) is recognized by a group-automaton 
Bi= (Qi, Bi, .) such that a,+! Bi and ai+ i 4 Bi. Thus L(q, q’) is a finite 
union of H-elementary languages. 1 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
The aim of this section is to prove the following result, which provides 
a description of the variety of languages Y(H) corresponding to V(H). 
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THEOREM 3.1. For every alphabet A, A*%<(H) is the boolean algebra 
generated by all H-elementary languages. 
We first prove 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Every H-elementary language of A* belongs to 
A*d‘(H). 
Proqf: Let L = L,a, L, a2 . . . ak L, be an H-elementary language, where 
each L, E B,*:F. Then each Li is recognized by a group automaton &j = 
(Q;, Bi, . ) with initial state qi and set of final states F, c Qi. Set, for each 
tie Q;, 
Then Li= IJ,,E6; L,, and L is a finite union of languages of the form 
K= LIoal LI,a2...akLik. 
Now the automaton .oC represented in the diagram 
is an H-good automaton that recognizes K with qO as initial state and tk 
as (the only) final state. Thus K is recognized by the transition monoid M 
of d, and by Corollary 2.4, MEV(H). Therefore KE A*?‘-(H) and hence 
LEA*?‘(H), since a variety of languages is closed under union. 1 
Let A*B(H) be the boolean algebra generated by all H-elementary 
languages. Proposition 3.2 shows that A*a(H) is contained in A*V(H). 
To prove the opposite inclusion, it suffices to show that if a language 
L c A* is recognized by a monoid M of V(H), then LEA*&?(H). 
Let yl: A* + M be a monoid morphism that saturates L (that is, 
L = Lrq ~ ‘). We first recall a result of Ash (1987). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. There exists an integer N > 0 such that every word 
WE A* can be factorized as w= uOv,u, . . vkuk, where 
(a) v, yI, . . . . v,q are regular, 
(b) if b;-, is the last letter of u,_, and if ai is the first letter of ui, 
then (b,_ ,vi)~ and (v,a,)q are not regular, 
(c) Iu,,...q;I d N. 
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Note that, since the regular g-classes of M are groups, “regular” means 
“element of a group.” We denote by UCI the set of all letters occurring in a 
word U. Proposition 3.3 can be made more precise as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let w = uO v1 u, . vk up be a factorization of u’ satisfy- 
ing conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 3.3. Then 
(d) for 1 < id k, the last letter of uip, and the first letter of ui do not 
belong to the set v,tl. 
Proof: Let a, be the first letter of ui. If a, E V,CL, then v, = via;v,Y. Now viq 
is in a group Hi of A4 and thus vjr] 2 (u,v,!)q 99 (v,vja;)v 92 t&. Therefore, 
v,q, (u;u;)q, (viv:a,)qEHi. Thus, by Green’s lemma, the right translation 
x+x(a,q) maps G onto itself. In particular (viai)qE Hi, and this con- 
tradicts condition (b). Thus ai $ via. The proof for the last letter of ui , is 
dual. 1 
We now associate with each factorization u’ = uOu, U, . vkuk satisfying 
conditions (a) and (b) an automaton constructed as follows. First, each r, 
belongs to a group H, of M, whose identity is an idempotent e,. Now each 
letter ai of vice acts by right multiplication on H, (more precisely, if h E H,, 
then h. a = h(aq)): this defines a group automaton Bi = (H,? via, . ). 
We consider also the minimal automaton of the word u = uOul ... uk 
defined as follows. The set of states is the set of left factors of u and, for 
each letter a E A and for each left factor x of U, x a = xa if xa is a left factor 
of u and is undefined otherwise. We now “sew” the automata B and 9$ 
together, according to the diagram 
More formally, the set of states is now the disjoint union of the Hi’s and 
of the set S of left factors of u different from uO, uOu,, . . . . uO.. . uk ~, The 
action of a letter a is given by the following rules: 
(i) if hie Hi, then hj.a= h,(av) if aE v,c( (same action as in 9?Ii), 
(ii) if s E S, then s . a = sa if sa E S (same action as in a), 
(iii) if a is the first letter of ui, (viq) a = u,, . . ui- 1a, 
(iv) if a is the last letter of u,+, , and if uip, = u;- ,a, then 
(UO...Ui-ZU:~,).a=ei. 
Now Proposition 3.4 shows that the automaton defined in this way is 
H-good. 
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Let d = (Q, A, .) be an automaton. We denote by -,& the equivalence 
on A* defined by 
u-,~u if and only if for every qEQ, q.u=q.v 
It is not difficult to see that -&# is in fact a congruence on A*. The main 
step in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let k be the maximal size of the groups in M. Then if 
w-.d w’ for every H-good automaton on the alphabet wa v W’SI having at 
most (1 wa[ + Iw’al) k(N+ 1) states, then WV = w’q. 
Proof First assume that WV and w’q are regular. Then there exist two 
groups H and H’ with identity e and e’, respectively, such that WV E H and 
w’q E H’. Since 1 HI d k and 1 H’I 6 k, w and w’ have the same action on the 
two group automata (H, MJCI) and (H’, w’c(). In particular e(wq) = 
r(w’q) = WV and e’(w’r) = e’(wy) = w’q. Thus e 2 WV f w’q JJ e’ and hence 
e = e’ since regular y-classes are groups. Thus WV = w’q as required. 
We now prove the proposition by induction on Iwal + lw’al. If 
IWCX + I w’c~j = 0 then w  = w’ = 1 and the result is trivial. Suppose now 
Iw@I + IW’CLI > 0. We may also assume that one of WV or w’q, say WV, is not 
regular. In particular wf 1 and lw~l >, 1. Let w=u,,vlul ...vkuk be a fac- 
torization of w  given by Proposition 3.3. Since wg is not regular, Proposi- 
tion 3.4 shows that, for 1 6 id k, via is strictly included in wa. Let .d be the 
automaton associated with this factorization and represented in the 
diagram 
The number of states of d is bounded by k( N + 1). Thus w  - ,n’ w’. There- 
fore w’ admits a factorization of the form w’ = uOv;u, ... v;uk. 
Assume WV # w’q. Then there exists an index i such that uiq # u,$. Since 
Ivial + Ivial < Iwa( + Iw’aI the induction hypothesis may be applied: there 
exists an H-good automaton ‘% on the alphabet uia v v:a, having at most 
(Ivial + loial) k(N+ 1) states such that vi 7~~ vi. Let %? = (Q, uia v via, .) 
and let q E Q be such that q. Y, # q . vi. We may assume that q . vi = q’ is 
defined (the case when q. v; is defined is dual): By Proposition 2.4, the 
automaton %‘(q, q’) is also H-good. 
We now proceed to the “surgical operation” on d consisting of 
replacing the subautomaton gi by %(q, q’): 
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+(p&---& ../!!... (g--&q 
e (Y 4) 
The new automaton d’ is still H-good, and contains at most ( Iui~I + /~‘a] ) 
k(N+ l)<(lwial + lw’c~l)k(N+ 1) states. On the other hand, w  +.&, w’, a 
contradiction. Therefore WV = w’q and this concludes the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.5. l 
Let - be the congruence on A * defined by u - u if and only if u -d u 
for every H-good automaton having an most 2 IAl k(N+ 1) states. 
Proposition 3.5 immediately implies 
PROPOSITION 3.6. [f w N w’, rhen WV = M”Y]. 
We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 3.4. By Proposition 3.6, 
every language L recognized by q is a finite union of --classes. Now every 
--class is the intersection of some -,d-classes where d = (Q, A, .) is an 
H-good automaton. But u-,<~ u if and only if for every q E Q, q . u = q ’ v. 
Set, for q, q’ E Q, 
L(q,q’)= (UEA*Iq.u=q’). 
Then we have, for every u E A *, 
{uEA*Iu~.,u)= n UY, 4’1\ u U% 4’) UE UY,Y’) ueL(Y,Y’) 
and by Proposition 2.5, every L(q, q’) is a finite union of H-elementary 
languages. Therefore each class is a boolean combination of H-elementary 
languages and is L. 1 
4. THE ~-TRIVIAL CASE 
In this section we consider the variety V of finite 2-trivial monoids with 
commuting idempotents. This corresponds to the variety V(H) when H is 
the trivial variety of groups. Thus Theorem 3.1 can be restated as follows. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let L c A* be a recognizable language and let M be its 
syntactic monoid. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) M is y-trivial with commuting idempotents, 
(2) L is a boolean combination of languages of the form 
A,*a, ATa, . . . ak AZ, where k > 0, a,, . . . . ak E A, A,, . . . . A, c A, and, for 
l<i<k, ai$A,-,uAi. 
The variety V also plays a role in the study of power monoids. Recall 
that the power monoid p(M) of a monoid A4 is the set of all subsets of M 
with multiplication defined, for all X, Y c M, by 
XY= {xypxx, yE YJ. 
Given a variety of monoids W, we denote by PW the variety of finite 
monoids generated by all monoids p(M), where ME W. 
Denote by J, R, and R’ the varieties ,$-trivial, W-trivial, and y-trivial 
monoids, respectively, and by DA the variety of monoids whose regular 
@zlasses are Aperiodic semigroups (in fact, O-rectangular bands! ). 
It was proved in Pin and Straubing (1981) that PJ = PR = PR’ = PDA. 
We slightly improve this result by showing 
THEOREM 4.2. For any variety W such that V c W c DA, PW = PJ. In 
particular, PV = PJ = PR = PR’ = PDA. 
Proof Since Vc W = DA, we have PV cPW =PDA. Thus it suffices 
to show that PDA is contained in PV. We denote by V, I;, and $J; the 
varieties of languages corresponding to V, PV, and PDA, respectively. By 
Eilenberg’s theorem, it sullices to show that yi is contained in $5. Let A 
be an alphabet. It was shown in Pin and Straubing (1981) that A*$‘; is the 
boolean algebra generated by the languages of the form K= 
A,*a, A:az . ..a.A,*, where k 3 0, a,, . . . . ak E A, and A,,, . . . . A, c A. 
Since A*$‘; is also a boolean algebra, it suffices to show that K belongs 
to A*Y’;. Let B be the disjoint union of A,,, . . . . A, and (a,), . . . . [ak}. Thus 
B= u Biu {b,, . . . . bk}, 
I <i<k 
where each Bi is a copy of Ai. There is a natural map from B to A which 
r cp extends to a maps each B, onto Ai and each b, onto a,. Furthei 
length-preserving morphism cp: B* + A*. Now let 
L = Bda, B:a,. . . ak Bz. 
Since hip, $B,_, for ldi<k, LEB*V by Theorem3.1 . Now it is known 
that if cp:B*+A* is a length-preserving morphism and if LcB* is 
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recognized by a monoid M, then Lcp is recognized by P(M). Thus K = 
Lq E A*$< as required. 1 
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